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We enhance refinement types with mechanisms to reason about relational properties of probabilistic computations. Our mechanisms, which are inspired from probabilistic couplings, are applicable to a rich set of probabilistic properties, including expected sensitivity, which ensures that the distance between outputs of two probabilistic computations can be controlled from the distance between their inputs. We implement our mechanisms in the type system of Liquid Haskell and we use them to formally verify Haskell implementations of two classic machine learning algorithms: Temporal Difference (TD) reinforcement learning and stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We formalize a fragment of our system for discrete distributions and we prove soundness with respect to a set-theoretical semantics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Refinement types provide an appealing mechanism for proving program properties in executable programming languages (including Haskell [Vazou et al. 2014b], Scala [Hamza et al. 2019], and F* [Swamy et al. 2016]). They have been used to good effect for reasoning about functional correctness and termination [Vazou et al. 2014a], resource analysis [Handley et al. 2019], security policies [Lehmann et al. 2021], and other properties of large developments.

However, refinement types do not provide support for reasoning about relational and hyper properties. The main difference between trace properties, which are the usual target of refinement type systems, and relational and hyper properties is that the latter reason about pairs of traces and sets of traces. This generalization allows to account for a wide variety of security, privacy, and robustness properties.

One natural approach to support relational reasoning is to use relational type systems, as proposed for instance in [Barthe et al. 2014; Maillard et al. 2020]. These type systems are similar to classic refinement type systems, but reason about relational assertions. The latter are interpreted over pairs of (typed) values, and therefore capture relational properties in a natural way. Relational refinement type systems retain the feel of refinement types and are particularly effective when reasoning about two executions of the same program, or two programs that follow the same control-flow.

Unfortunately, relational refinement types offer limited support to reason about programs with diverging control-flow. This is due to the fact that relational refinement types are syntax-directed, whereas many examples of relational program verification benefit from or even require non-syntax-directed reasoning. This is in particular the case for reasoning about program optimizations that restructure the control flow of the program, and about probabilistic programs, since their correctness or security proofs often use mathematical arguments that is not reflected in their syntax. Moreover, it remains a challenge to make relational refinement types practical, even in settings where syntax-directed reasoning suffices. This difficulty is perhaps best witnessed by prior work on relational cost [Çiçek et al. 2019]. In this work, Çiçek et al. [2019] develop BiRelCost, a state-of-the-art bi-directional type checker that compares the cost of two programs, or two program executions. In this setting, relational syntax-directed reasoning alternates with non-relational syntax-directed reasoning, in a way that the latter takes over whenever the two program executions
no longer have the same control-flow. Unfortunately, controlling such alternations automatically by
typing ultimately relies on intricate and partial heuristics. As a consequence, BiRelCost sacrifices
predictability and generality, which are some key advantages of refinement types.

A principled approach to overcome the limitations of relational refinement types is to impose a
separation between types and relational assertions. This approach, which is realized by Relational
Higher-Order Logic (RHOL) [Aguirre et al. 2017], ensures maximal flexibility and expressiveness.
However, the approach is not implemented, and as a consequence it remains an open question if
Relational Higher-Order Logic can be made practical.

In this paper, we explore a middle ground approach that retains key benefits of refinement types.
The crux of our approach is a carefully crafted interface for supporting relational reasoning within
a unary refinement type system. Our approach is implemented atop Liquid Haskell [Vazou et al.
2014b] and inherits many of its essential features: first, our formal guarantees hold for Haskell
programs and these programs can be executed using the existing runtime system and optimized
libraries of Haskell. Second, verification is carried using a mature refinement type checker and
should be familiar for users of Liquid Haskell. Third, the known techniques of Vazou et al. [2018] for
encoding proofs manually remain applicable. Naturally, these benefits come at a cost: concretely, our
proofs are less automated than proofs in classic Liquid Haskell. However, proofs remain reasonably
short, even for relatively complex examples, demonstrating that our middle ground approach
achieves predictable and practical verification, a combination that has not been achieved by any
prior relational verification tool.

We realize our approach not only for classic higher-order programs, but also for probabilistic
programs, an important class of programs that is used pervasively in cryptography, privacy, machine
learning and many other areas. In addition to their numerous applications, probabilistic algorithms
are an interesting class of programs to consider in their own right, because they often have
intricate specifications and complex proofs. In particular, many properties of interest of probabilistic
programs are quantitative, i.e. they reason about probabilities or expectations — or in a relational
setting, about differences between probabilities or expectations. Although such forms of quantitative
reasoning are seemingly out of reach of SMT-based verification, prior work has shown that relational
verification of probabilistic programs can be achieved using probabilistic couplings [Barthe and
Hsu 2020; Lindvall 2002; Thorisson 2000; Villani 2008]. We formalize the main tools from coupling-
based reasoning in our framework, and illustrate how these tools can be used to verify two classic
examples of probabilistic programs from machine learning. The first example is Temporal Difference
(TD) reinforcement learning, for which we show rapid convergence to a stationary distribution
independently of its initial input. The second example is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD),
for which we show algorithmic stability—a classic machine learning property ensuring that a
supervised machine learning algorithm generalizes well and does not overfit with respect to its
training set. Both properties are captured in our system as instances of expected sensitivity, i.e.
they upper bound the expected distance between two outputs of the program as a function of
the distance between the corresponding inputs. However, both examples use distinct proof tools:
the first example is verified using classic techniques from probabilistic couplings. In contrast, this
second example uses a more elaborate, quantitative, form of probabilistic couplings which embeds
reasoning about the Kantorovich distance between two distributions. Thus, the two examples
showcase the different components of our system.

Summary of contributions. Our contributions are the following:

• We define a probabilistic relational refinement type system and encode it into the unary types
  of Liquid Haskell (§ 3). We choose Liquid Haskell as a mature refinement type checker, but
  our methodology can be used to encode any relational to any unary refinement type system.
- We use our system to prove two case studies from the literature: TD (§ 4.1) and SGD (§ 4.2).
- We prove soundness of our type system with respect to a denotational semantics (§ 5).

We start with an overview of our approach (§ 2) and conclude with related work (§ 6) and future work (§ 7).

2 OVERVIEW

We start with an overview of our system that uses (unary) refinement types to machine check relational properties of probabilistic, executable programs. First (§ 2.1) we introduce the PrM probabilistic monad and our bins running example. Next, we encode (§ 2.2) and formally prove (§ 2.3) a relational specification for the returned values of bins by axiomatizing probabilistic relational logic as refinement type assumptions. Finally, we follow a similar methodology to encode (§ 2.4) and prove (§ 2.5) a relational property about bins distance.

2.1 The Probability Distribution

The common way to implement probability distributions in Haskell is to use a probability monad, see for instance [Ramsey and Pfeffer 2002]. Therefore, our framework is set up as a verification wrapper around any Haskell library that supports a monadic implementation of probabilities. In order to execute our implementations, we wrapped the probability library\(^1\); however, our proofs are independent on the choice of the library, and only requires the existence of some type PrM that implements the standard interface for a probabilistic monad. This includes pure and bind and constructors for bernoulli, choice, and uniform distributions.

We define the Haskell probability monad PrM using an interface of an existing library (§ 3). We use the notation (-@ ... @-) to define refinement types and refinement type specifications. That is, the Prob type is a Haskell Double, refined to be between 0 and 1. The specifications for the monadic pure and >>= are standard. The bernoulli function takes an input a probability p, i.e. a Double between 0 and 1, and returns 1 with probability p, otherwise 0. The function choice p d1 d2 returns the distribution d1 with probability p, otherwise d2. Finally, unif takes an input a non-empty list and returns one of its elements uniformly at random. All these functions are executed using the underlying Haskell implementation, but are left as uninterpreted (later § 3.4 and § 3.5 axiomatized) in our logic.

Probabilistic Programming: The Bins Example. Using the above interface, we can define (and execute) probabilistic programs. For example below we define the bins program that models a simple balls and bins process. In this process, n balls are thrown into a bin; in each throw, there is a probability that the ball lands outside the bin. The throws are independent and the probability to send any ball in the bin is p. The result of the process is the number of balls that lands into the bin. We model the process using the bernoulli distribution.

\(^1\) We used the probabilistic functional programming library https://hackage.haskell.org/package/probability-0.2.7
{-@ type Nat = {n:Integer | 0 ≤ n } @-}

{-@ bins :: n:Nat → Prob → PrM {r:Nat | r ≤ n} @-}
bins 0 _ = pure 0
bins n p = do x ← bins (n - 1) p
           y ← bernoulli p
           pure (x + y)

We can use standard refinement types to verify various unary properties of the bins function. In
particular, Liquid Haskell will use SMT automation to easily verify that bins terminates (because
the recursive call occurs on smaller n). One can also prove that the result is always a natural number
(as specified by the refined signature) and that it is not greater than n.

Using the theorem proving capabilities of Liquid Haskell [Vazou et al. 2017], we can construct
extrinsic proofs that validate probabilistic, unary properties of bins. For example, we can define
expect f e to be the expected value of e, for some function f that turns the values of e to booleans:

{-@ expect :: (a → Double) → PrM a → Double @-}
{-@ natToD :: n:Nat → {d:Double | d = to_real n} @-}

We can extrinsically prove that expect natToD (bins n p) = n * p, assuming that the expecta-
tion is linear and expect natToD (bernoulli p) = p. Note that the Haskell Double is represented,
by Liquid Haskell, as real in SMT, so the function natToD converts natural to double numbers
while its specification ensures that the value is not changed. Next, we see how to construct extrinsic
proofs that establish relational properties.

2.2 Relational Specifications & Lifting

A first relational property of interest is stochastic dominance, a classic property that defines when
a real-valued probabilistic process is better then another. Informally, a real-valued probabilistic
process is better than another if it always outputs a “higher value” w.r.t. the usual order on real
numbers. Interestingly, the intuitive notion of “higher value ” is formally defined over two random
variables, which makes the definition of stochastic dominance non-trivial. Fortunately, stochastic
dominance can be characterized using probabilistic couplings, a classic tool to reason about Markov
chains. Informally, couplings are probabilistic equivalent of cartesian products, and can be used to
lift relational properties to distributions. Informally, the lifting of a relational property is defined as
follows: two distributions satisfy the lifting of a property p if there exists a coupling of the two
distributions such that p holds surely, i.e. with probability 1, in this coupling. The formal definition
can be found e.g. in [Barthe and Hsu 2020]. For our purposes, it suffices to assume an operator ◦
that transforms a relation over two types into a relation over probabilistic distributions over these
two types:

(◦) :: (a → b → Bool) → PrM a → PrM b → Bool

The operator (◦) supports compositional reasoning via two axioms: pureAxiom states that Dirac
distributions of elements related by p are related by the lifted relation ◦ p and bindAxiom states
that lifted relations are preserved by monadic composition. These axioms, which are expressed
below using refinement type signatures, conveniently eschew probabilistic reasoning, and open
the possibility of carrying SMT-based verification:

{-@ assume pureAxiom :: p:(a → b → Bool) → x_l:a → x_r:b → {p x_l x_r} @-}
{-@ assume bindAxiom :: p:(b → b → Bool) → q:(a → a → Bool) @-}
The specification (formalized in rule \(T_{-\text{Bern}}\))

\[\text{In the next paragraph, we use relational refinement types to establish this goal.}\]

Following Handley et al. [2019], relational proofs are (Haskell) inhabitants of the refinement type specification. The \texttt{assume} keyword prevents refinement type checking, since the function definitions do not actually inhabit their type specifications. \texttt{pureAxiom} states that for all \(p, x_I x_r\), if \(p x_I x_r\), then \(\circ \ p (\text{pure } x_I) (\text{pure } x_r)\). The type \{\(p x_I x_r\)\} is an abbreviation of \{\(v:() \mid p x_I x_r\). In general, we can write \{\(q\)\} instead of \{\(v:a \mid q\), when \(v\) does not appear in \(q\). Similarly, the \texttt{bindAxiom} ensures \(\circ \ p (e_I >>= f_I) (e_r >>= f_r)\) when it is provided a proof that \(\circ q e_I e_r\) and a (higher-order) proof that for all \(x_I x_r\) such that \(q x_I x_r\), \(\circ p (f_I x_I) (f_r x_r)\) holds. In § 3 we discuss the implementation of our library that includes these two assumptions, while later (§ 5) we develop a formalisation that justifies these assumptions, concretely, the \texttt{pureAxiom} and \texttt{bindAxiom} are respectively encoded in the rules \(T_{-\text{RET}}\) and \(T_{-\text{BIND}}\) of Figure 7.

In our bins running example, we are interested to show that for two competing throwers sending the same number of balls into bins, the more gifted thrower, i.e. the thrower with a higher probability to send balls into the bins, will have a higher count. More formally, our goal is to show that if \(p \leq q\) then \(\circ (\leq) (\text{bins } n \ p) (\text{bins } n \ q)\), from which one can conclude that expect \(\text{naToD } (\text{bins } n \ p) \leq \text{expect } \text{naToD } (\text{bins } n \ q)\) by a simple property of couplings. In our syntax, we formalize our goal as:

\[
\{-@ \text{binsSpec} :: p:\text{Prob} \to \{q:\text{Prob}|p \leq q\} \to n:\text{Nat} \to (\circ (\leq) (\text{bins } n \ p) (\text{bins } n \ q)) \@-\}
\]

In the next paragraph, we use relational refinement types to establish this goal.

### 2.3 Relational Proofs

Following Handley et al. [2019], relational proofs are (Haskell) inhabitants of the refinement type specification that expresses the relational specification. Such proofs rely on assumptions about relational properties of the probabilistic primitives. For example, \texttt{bins} is using \texttt{bernoulli}, thus the proof of \texttt{binsSpec} relies on the assumption below, which captures \texttt{bernoulli}’s relational specification.

\[
\{-@ \text{assume} \text{bernoulliAxiom} :: p:\text{Prob} \to \{q:\text{Prob} | p \leq q\} \to (\circ (\leq) (\text{bernoulli } p) (\text{bernoulli } q)) \@-\}
\]

The specification (formalized in rule \(T_{-\text{Bern}}\) of § 5; Figure 7) states that \texttt{bernoulli q} stochastically dominates \texttt{bernoulli p} if \(p \leq q\). In our current implementation, this specification is taken as an axiom, although it would possible to establish this specification from first principles, by making the definition of lifting explicit for finitely supported distributions.

Using the \texttt{bernoulliAxiom} we prove \texttt{binsSpec} following the structure of \texttt{bins} definition:

\[
\text{binsSpec } p \ q \ \emptyset = \text{pureAxiom } (\leq) \emptyset \emptyset ()
\]

\[
\text{binsSpec } p \ q \ n = \text{bindAxiom } (\leq) (\text{bernoulli } p) (\text{bins1 } n \ p) (\text{bernoulli } q) (\text{bins1 } n \ q)
\]

\[
(\text{bindAxiom } p \ q) (\forall x_I x_r \rightarrow \text{bindAxiom } (\leq) (\text{bins } (n-1) \ p) (\text{bins2 } x_I) (\text{bins } (n-1) \ q) (\text{bins2 } x_r)
\]

\[
(\text{bindSpec } p \ q \ (n-1)) (\forall y_I y_r \rightarrow \text{pureAxiom } (\leq) (y_I + x_I) (y_r + x_r) ()
\]

where

\[
\text{bins1 } n \ p \ x = \text{bind } (\text{bins } (n-1) \ p) (\text{bins2 } x)
\]
The proof, as bins, is inductively defined on n. In the base case, we call pureAxiom \((\leq) \ 0 \ 0 \ ()\) to get \(\diamond (\leq) (\text{pure} \ 0) (\text{pure} \ 0)\), which concludes the proof, since bins \(0 \ p \equiv \text{pure} \ 0\). Such rewrite steps are automated by Liquid Haskell’s logical evaluation strategy (namely PLE [Vazou et al. 2017]). Further, our proofs are automated by SMT arithmetic. For example, pureAxiom’s last argument needs to prove that \(0 \leq 0\), which is trivially shown by () and SMT automation. The inductive case starts with a call to bindAxiom, again following bins inductive definition. There are two interesting points here. First, the bins definition binds \text{bernoulli} \ p\ to a continuation. Since bindAxiom’s 4th and 6th arguments require to explicitly pass these continuations, we use a where clause to name the continuation bins1. Second, bindAxiom requires two proof terms. The first one should show that \(\diamond (\leq) (\text{bernoulli} \ p) (\text{bernoulli} \ q)\), which is shown by the bernoulliAxiom. The second one, should show \(\diamond (\leq) (\text{bins}1 \ n \ p \ x_l) (\text{bins1} \ n \ q \ x_r)\), for all \(x_l\) and \(x_r\) that satisfy \(x_l \leq x_r\). We construct such a proof term using a lambda. Since the bins definition is using another bind, the proof again calls bindAxiom with similar arguments. In the last step, bins calls pure, thus the proof calls pureAxiom, whose proof argument is again (), i.e. automated by rewriting and SMT.

### 2.4 Quantitative Specifications and Kantorovich lifting

So far, we have established that if \(p \leq q\) then bins \(n \ q\) stochastically dominates bins \(n \ p\) and thus expect \(\text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ q) \leq \text{expect} \ \text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ p)\). However, our specification does not provide quantitative information on expect \(\text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ q) - \text{expect} \ \text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ p)\). In fact, one can use simple properties of expectation to show that if \(p \leq q\) then we have expect \(\text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ q) - \text{expect} \ \text{natToD} \ (\text{bins} \ n \ p) \leq n \times (q-p)\), where \(\text{natToD}\) is just the cast defined in § 2.1. Unfortunately, one cannot prove this fact using the previous approach based on lifting. The solution is to use a richer notion of lifting, that allows to reason about quantitative properties, and in particular about the expected distance between two distributions. In order to accommodate such reasoning, one considers a richer setting where each type is equipped with a distance \(\text{dist}\). These distances are defined inductively on the structure of types; for distribution types, they use the so-called Kantorovich metric [Deng 2015; Villani 2009], which lifts a distance over some types to a distance over its corresponding distribution type:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{-@ dist :: Dist} & \rightarrow \text{a \rightarrow a \rightarrow \{d:Double \mid 0 \leq d\}} \ 
\text{-@ kant :: Dist} & \rightarrow \text{PrM} \text{a} \\
\text{-@ kdist :: Dist} & \rightarrow \text{PrM} \text{a} \rightarrow \text{PrM} \text{a} \rightarrow \{d:Double \mid 0 \leq d\} \\
\text{kdist \ d} & = \text{dist} \ (\text{kant} \ d)
\end{align*}
\]

The kant function turns a distance into Kantorovich and kdist simply composes kant with dist. The formal definition of the Kantorovich metric can be found for instance in Deng [2015]; for this work, it suffices that the Kantorovich metric is also based on couplings and also lends itself to compositional reasoning. For instance, the following axioms (corresponding to the rules T-RET and T-BIND § 5; Fig. 7) are valid:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{-@ assume pureDist :: d:Dist} & \rightarrow \text{x_l:} \text{a} \rightarrow \text{x_r:} \text{a} \\
& \rightarrow \{ \text{kdist} \ d \ (\text{pure} \ x_l) (\text{pure} \ x_r) = \text{dist} \ d \ x_l \ x_r \} \\
\text{-@ assume bindDist :: d:Dist} & \rightarrow \text{b}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^2\) The actual proof is using a named function with explicit type specification, since Liquid Haskell does not infer preconditions, but for space, here we use lambdas.
→ m:Double → p:(a → a → Bool)
→ f_l:(a → PrM b) → e_l:PrM a
→ f_r:(a → PrM b) → e_r:{PrM a | o p e_l e_r }
→ (x_l:a→(x_r:a | p x_l x_r}) → { kdist d (f_l x_l) (f_r x_r) ≤ m})
→ { kdist d (e_l >>= f_l) (e_r >>= f_r) ≤ m }

The first axiom states that the Kantorovich distance of two Dirac distributions is the distance of
their generating element. The second axiom upper bounds the Kantorovich distance between two
monadic compositions by the maximal Kantorovich distance between f_l x_l and f_r x_r for all x_l and
x_r related by an intermediate assertion p, such that e_l and e_r are related by the lifting of p. We
emphasize that the bind rule for Kantorovich distance is more intricate than the corresponding
rules for lifting, and that the “obvious” compositional rule that adds distance between the es and
the fs would not be sound, as discussed in § 5.

Then, the distance spec of bins is:

{-@ binsDist :: p:Prob → {q:Prob| p ≤ q} → n:Nat
→ { kdist distNat (bins n p) (bins n q) ≤ n * (q - p) } @-}

{-@ distNat :: Dist Nat @-}

That is, for each probabilities p and q, so that p ≤ q and each natural number n the Kantorovich
distance between bins n p and bins n q is bounded by n * (q - p). Since bins returns natural
numbers, the distance is given by distNat that defines the distance metric on natural numbers
(§ 3.2). Finally, Haskell’s Doubles are represented in the SMT logic are SMT reals, i.e. there is no
reasoning about overflows and precision loss. The binsDist specification is well sorted in Z3, since
Z3 automatically converts between int and reals.

2.5 Distance Proofs

Unlike the proof of § 2.3, the proof of binsDist is not syntax directed. On the contrary, it requires
the construction of a “ghost” probabilistic function that splits the distance between bins n p and
bins n q. We call this function ghost bins (gbins) and define it as follows:

gbins :: Nat → Prob → Prob → PrM Nat
gbins n p q = do x ← bins (n-1) p
               y ← bernoulli q
               pure (x + y)

The ghost gbins n p q adds bins with probability argument p and bernoulli with probability
argument q, thus connecting bins n p and bins n q.

Using mostly syntax-directed proofs, we establish the following two lemmata:

{-@ binsDistL :: p:Prob → {q:Prob| p ≤ q} → n:Nat
→ { kdist distNat (bins n p) (gbins n p q) ≤ q - p } @-}

{-@ binsDistR :: p:Prob → {q:Prob| p ≤ q} → n:Nat
→ { kdist distNat (gbins n p q) (bins n q) ≤ (n-1) * (q - p) } @-}

Both proofs use the distance axioms of § 2.4. The proof of binsDistR (inductively) calls binsDist,
while the proof of binsDistL requires the below axiom for bernoulli’s distance.

{-@ assume bernoulliDist :: d:Dist Nat
→ p:Prob → {q:Prob ! p ≤ q}
→ { kdist d (bernoulli p) (bernoulli q) ≤ p - q } @-}
That is, the expected distance of two bernoulli distributions, is bounded by the distance of the bernoulli’s arguments (as formalized in rule T-Bern of § 5; Figure 7).

We prove binsDist combining binsDistL and binsDistR with triangular inequality, which, as explained in § 3.2 is a property (concretely a field) of the Dist type. The proof goes by induction:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{binsDist } p & \quad q \\
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\quad q & \quad n \\
\quad p & \quad q \\
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\]
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\]
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\[
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The base case is merely an application of the pureDist axiom. In the inductive case, we use the (in)equational reasoning proof combinators of [Handley et al. 2019]: \(1 \leq j \leq n\) ensures 1 is not greater than \(r\) using the justification \(j\) which is optional and \(\text{QED}\) concludes the proof.

The first step is to start from the distance between bins \(n\) \(p\) and bins \(n\) \(q\). Applying triangular inequality, in the second step, we split the distance using gbins. Next, we use the two helper lemmata to bound each of the two distances. Finally, using trivial (SMT-automated) arithmetic, we get the desired bound. We note that the lemma binsDistR inductively calls binsDist on a smaller \(n\), so our proof is inductive, while Liquid Haskell is ensuring (mutually recursive) termination.

The binsDist example showcases that our framework can be used to machine-check sophisticated proofs, that require ghost proof objects. To evaluate the expressiveness of our framework, we used it to prove two classic properties of machine learning, probabilistic programs: convergence of TD (§ 4.1) and stability of SGD (§ 4.2).

### 3 IMPLEMENTATION OF safe-coupling

In this section we present safe-coupling, a Haskell library that exports an interface for probabilistic (executable) programming and permits relational probabilistic verification using Liquid Haskell (§ 3.1). Table 1 summarizes the five main modules of safe-coupling that define distance (§ 3.2) and the probabilistic monad (§ 3.3), assume relational (§ 3.4) and distance (§ 3.5) axioms, and prove relational theorems (§ 3.6). In section (§ 5), we formally justify the assumptions made by safe-coupling.
3.1 Liquid Haskell Preliminaries

Verification with Refinement Types. Refinement types are used to do "light" verification. For example max of two probabilities (i.e. doubles between 0 and 1) is also a probability:

\[
\text{max} :: \text{Prob} \rightarrow \text{Prob} \rightarrow \text{Prob}
\]

\[
\text{max} \ x \ y = \text{if } x \leq y \ \text{then } y \ \text{else } x
\]

To achieve SMT decidable and automatic verification, a refinement type systems clearly separate the executable code (here, the Haskell definitions) from the logic (here, the predicates on the refinement types). In the max example, every caller of max knows the type signature (i.e. that the result is also Prob), but not its implementation (i.e. that it returns one of its arguments). This way verification is modular, but, by default, the Haskell function does not exist in the logical fragment.

User Defined Functions in the Logic. An attempt to refer to user defined definitions in the refinement predicates, will lead to an undefined error. For instance, below we define a proof that \( \forall \ x \ y . x \leq \text{max} \ x \ y \) as a function whose arguments encode the quantified x and y and its result is a unit refined with the desired predicate. (Notation: we simplify \{v:() | p\} to \{p\}.)

\[
\{-@ \text{not-found} :: x:\text{Prob} \rightarrow y:\text{Prob} \rightarrow \{x \leq \text{max} \ x \ y\} @-\} \quad \text{-- ERROR: max is unknown}
\]

\[
\text{not-found} \ _ \ _ = ()
\]

Since refinement types clearly separate the executable code from the logic, the above specification leads to an error: max is unknown to the logic. There are two ways to lift executable definitions in the logic: 1) axiomatization and 2) reflection.

1) Axiomatization of max defines a logical uninterpreted function that has the same refinement type and returns the same result as the executable max, but max's definition is not available in the logic. For example, one can use axiomatization to show \( 0 \leq \text{max} \ x \ y \leq 1 \) but not that \( x \leq \text{max} \ x \ y \):

\[
\{-@ \text{axiomatize max @-}\}
\]

\[
\{-@ \text{ok} :: x:\text{Prob} \rightarrow y:\text{Prob} \rightarrow \{0 \leq \text{max} \ x \ y\} @-\} \quad \text{-- max's specification is known}
\]

\[
\{-@ \text{error} :: x:\text{Prob} \rightarrow y:\text{Prob} \rightarrow \{x \leq \text{max} \ x \ y\} @-\} \quad \text{-- max's definition is unknown}
\]

2) Reflection of max defines a max function in the logic and further makes its definition available:

\[
\{-@ \text{reflect max @-}\}
\]

\[
\{-@ \text{theorem} :: x:\text{Prob} \rightarrow y:\text{Prob} \rightarrow \{x \leq \text{max} \ x \ y\} @-\} \quad \text{-- max's definition is known}
\]

\[
\text{theorem} \ _ \ _ = ()
\]

Reflection of executable functions permits "deep verification", i.e. reasoning about sophisticated properties like Kantorovich distance of two probabilistic runs. Yet, for decidable refinement type checking, this reasoning requires explicit (user-provided) proofs. Importantly (but not surprisingly) functions can only get reflected, when their definitions consist only of reflected or axiomatized functions. For example, in our setting, functions imported from an unverified Haskell library cannot get reflected.

Proof Terms. Liquid Haskell is using refinement types to encode theorems []. The definitions of these functions can be unit (then the theorem is trivially proved by SMT and existing automation) or can contain inductive calls and combine other proof terms using proof combinators. Usually, such definitions do not have runtime meaning: if executed they will not produce any interesting result. But, since Liquid Haskell is checking for totality and completeness of these definitions they encode mathematical proofs.

We call theorem a refinement type specification that has a proof term, like the theorem for max defined above. As an alternative, Liquid Haskell’s assume keyword let’s you assume axioms
(refinement types) that one cannot prove. We use such axioms to encode properties of axiomatized functions. For example, when \( \text{max} \) is axiomatized we can define two axioms that describe its behavior.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-@ \text{axiomatize max @}\} \\
\{-@ \text{assume max1 :: x:Prob} \rightarrow y:Prob \rightarrow \{x \leq \text{max} x y\} \@-\} \\
\{-@ \text{assume max2 :: x:Prob} \rightarrow y:Prob \rightarrow \{y \leq \text{max} x y\} \@-\}
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( \text{max} \) is axiomatized, its definition is not available in the logic, so none of the above axioms can be proved.

### 3.2 Data.Dist: Definition of Distance

We used Liquid Haskell to define the refined data type \( \text{Dist a} \) that encodes a metric, as follows.

\[
\{-@ \text{data Dist a = Dist} \{
\text{dist} :: a \rightarrow a \rightarrow \{v:Double \mid 0.0 \leq v\}
, \text{identity} :: x:a \rightarrow \{\text{dist} x x == 0\}
, \text{symmetry} :: x:a \rightarrow y:a \rightarrow \{\text{dist} x y = \text{dist} x y\}
, \text{trinequality} :: x:a \rightarrow y:a \rightarrow z:a \rightarrow \{\text{dist} x z \leq \text{dist} x y + \text{dist} y z\}
\} \@-\}
\]

The first field of \( \text{Dist} \) contains the distance function \( \text{dist} \) on any expressions of type \( a \): it is a function that given two arguments of type \( a \) returns a non negative \( \text{Double} \). The next three fields capture the metric’s axioms for identity of indiscernibles, symmetry, and triangle inequality.

In this module, we further defined the distance metric on doubles (\( \text{distDouble} \)) and natural numbers (\( \text{distNat} \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\{-@ \text{distDouble :: Dist Double} \}
\{-@ \text{distNat :: Dist Nat} \}
\end{align*}
\]

These definitions contain both the definition of the function \( \text{dist} \) and the proofs of the metric axioms on the concrete distance. Further, we define a function that computes distance between two same-length lists of a given \( \text{Dist a} \):

\[
\{-@ \text{dList :: Dist a} \rightarrow \text{xs:[a]} \rightarrow \text{ys:[a]} \rightarrow \{v:Double \mid 0 \leq v\} \@-\}
\]

We proved all the metric axioms of \( \text{dList} \), yet, since there exists the same-length dependency it is not possible to define a (well-typed) \( \text{Dist [a]} \) function. Still, we use the above definitions to compute distance between natural numbers, doubles and their lists:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{assert (dist distDouble 42.0 40.0 == 2.0)} \\
\text{assert (dList distDouble [42] [40.0] == 2.0)}
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.3 Monad.PrM: Definition of the Probabilistic Monad

The module \( \text{Monad.PrM} \) is essentially a wrapper around an executable Haskell probability monad. We chose the probabilistic functional library \textit{probability}, due to its clear interface. Our development uses \textit{probability} to execute (and test) our probabilistic programs, but our mechanized proofs do not depend on it and could use alternative libraries (e.g. \textit{monad-bayes} [Scibior et al. 2015]).

The underlying \textit{probability} library (here prefixed as \textit{PLib}) exports the type \( T \ \text{prop} \ a \), that essentially maps each \( a \) to a probability \( \text{prop} \) and defines the monadic and probabilistic primitives.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{The data type. Our probability monad type instantiates } \text{prop} \text{ to the probability type } \text{Prop}.
\text{type PrM a = PLib.T Prop a}
\end{align*}
\]
{-@ assume unifDist :: d:Dist a → xs_l:[a] → xs_r:[a] | xs_l == xs_r } → { kdist d (unif xs_l) (unif xs_r) == 0 } @-}

{-@ assume choiceDist :: d:Dist a → p:Prob → e_l:PrM a → u_l:PrM a → e_r:PrM a → q:{Prob | p ≡ q } → e_l:PrM a → u_r:PrM a → { kdist d (choice p e_l u_l) (choice q e_r u_r) ≤ p * (kdist d e_l e_r) + (1.0 - p) * (kdist d u_l u_r)} @-}

{-@ assume pureBindDist :: da:Dist a → db:Dist b → m:Double → f_l:(a → b) → e_l:PrM a → f_r:(a → b) → e_r:PrM a → {dist db (f_l x_l) (f_r x_r) - dist da x_l x_r ≤ m} → { kdist db (e_l >>= (ppure . f_l)) (e_r >>= (ppure . f_r)) ≤ kdist da e_l e_r + m } @-}

Fig. 1. Distance Axioms of safe-coupling. Encoding rules T-Unif, T-Choice, and T-Bind-Ret of fig. 7.

Axiomatized primitives. For each monadic ( >>= and pure) and probabilistic primitive (bernoulli, uniform, and choice) operations we used the probability functions to define the Haskell (executable) function and axiomatized (as described in § 3.1) them in the logic. For example, pure is defined as follows

{-@ axiomatize pure :: x:a → PrM {v:a| v = x} @-}

pure x = PLib.pure x

We followed this encoding for practical reasons: since PLib is not itself verified with Liquid Haskell (which is a challenging future work) its definitions are not available in the logic. Yet, this encoding leaves us the flexibility to axiomatize the primitives as desired (§ 3.4 and 3.5).

Reflected functions. Using the axiomatized primitives we defined further probabilistic functions, such as mapM.

{-@ reflect mapM :: (a → PrM b) → [a] → PrM [b] @-}

Since mapM is reflected, its definition (which is standard) is available in the logic and used to prove (relational) theorems about mapM (§ 3.6).

3.4 TCB.Axioms: Assumption of Relational Axioms

The first trusted computing base (TCB) of safe-coupling is called Axioms and contains the relational specification of each axiomatized primitive. It provides the Haskell axiomatized function (⋄) and uses it to encode the relational axioms for pure, (>>, and bernoulli, as presented in § 2.2.

3.5 TCB.Dist: Assumption of Distance Specifications

The second trusted computing base (TCB) of safe-coupling is called Dist and contains the distance specification of each axiomatized primitive. It provides the Haskell function kant that (like ⋄) is axiomatized in the logic and for each distance on a returns the kantorovich distance on distributions of a and (as defined in § 2.4) kdist that simply composes kant with dist:

{-@ axiomatize kant :: Dist a → Dist (PrM a) @-}

{-@ kdist :: Dist a → PrM a → PrM a → {d:Double | 0 ≤ d} @-}
This module provides the distance axioms for the axiomatized primitives. In § 2.4 we presented the axiomatization for bind (bindDist), pure (pureDist), and bernoulli (bernoulliDist). We assume three more axioms presented in Figure 1. First, unifDist, the distance axiom of uniform, states that the Kantorovich distance between two uniform distributions is zero, when the sampling input lists are equal. Second, choiceDist, the distance axiom for choice, states that the Kantorovich distance of two choice expressions choice p e_l u_l and choice q e_r u_r is p times the Kantorovich distance of e_l e_r and 1 − p times the Kantorovich distance of u_l u_r, when p = q. Finally, pureBindDist is a distance axiom for bind. For soundness reasons discussed in § 5, the rule is stated only for bind expressions whose second argument is (the monadic lifting of) a pure function. The axiom requires that the pure functions f_l and f_r make the distance between two values grow by at most m; in order words, the distance between f_l x_l and f_r x_r cannot exceed the distance between x_l and x_r and some fixed constant m. Under this assumption, the Kantorovich distance between (e_l >>= (ppure . f_l)) and (e_r >>= (ppure . f_r)) is bounded by the Kantorovich distance between e_l and e_r plus m. This specialized axiom provide a means to upper bound the Kantorovich distance between two bind expressions as a function of the Kantorovich distance of their first arguments, and is instrumental for our case studies.

3.6 Theorems: Proof of Relational Properties

This module proves common theorems using our assumed TCB and the defined functions of Monad.PrM. Concretely, it provides a simplified version of the bindAxiom when the two bind arguments form a bijective coupling and the a relational specification for the monadic map.

All the properties on this module are proved. Next, we provide a formalism that justifies the assumptions of our two TCB modules.

4 CASE STUDIES

To evaluate safe-coupling we used it to verify two classic machine learning properties convergence of TD (§ 4.1) and stability of SGD (§ 4.2). § 4.3 summarizes our results.

4.1 Case Study I: Convergence of TD(0)

Our first case study proves convergence for TD(0), a classical algorithm for Reinforcement Learning.

4.1.1 Implementation of TD(0). In the standard reinforcement learning setting, an agent (i.e. the learning algorithm) repeatedly interacts with the environment, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with state space State and set of actions A. At each step, the MDP reacts to the agent’s action by drawing a new random state and a numeric reward according to a function t :: State → PrM (State, Double). The current state i of the process is known to the learner, but the exact function t is not. Given black-box access to t, the goal of the learner is to find a policy map π : State → A from the state space to the best available action from A that maximizes the learner’s expected reward over infinite time.

Figure 2 presents the implementation of TD(0), a Temporal Difference (TD) learning algorithm that estimates the value function v :: State → Reward of the MDP, i.e. the expected reward at each state if the agent were to repeatedly act according to some assumed policy π. For simplicity of verification, we defined State as (s: Nat | s ≤ n) and functions on State as lists of length n. The TD learner (i.e. td0) takes as input the number of iterations n, a transition function t, and an estimate of v and it iterates through the n states. At each iteration i, the learner runs sample that draws a reward and transition (j, r) from the i-th element of t. Then, the estimate v j is updated by incorporating the observed reward r and the estimated value v j of the new state. Estimated
import Monad.PrM -- mapM defined here

td0 :: Int → [PrM (State, Reward)] → [Reward] → PrM [Reward]
td0 n t v = iterate n (act t) v

act :: [PrM (State, Reward)] → [Reward] → PrM [Reward]
act t v = mapM (sample t v) [0..length v]

sample :: [PrM (State, Reward)] → [Reward] → State → PrM Reward
sample t v i = do
  (j, r) ← t !! i
  pure (update v i j r)

iterate :: Int → (a → PrM a) → a → PrM a
iterate 0 _ x = pure x
iterate n f x = f x >>= iterate (n - 1) f

update :: [Reward] → State → State → Reward → Reward
update v i j r = (1 - α) * (v !! i) + α * (r + γ * v !! j)

type State = Int

type Reward = Double

Fig. 2. Implementation of TD(0).

rewards in the future are reduced by a discount factor $\gamma \in [0, 1)$. Higher $\gamma$ allows $v$ to converge faster.

4.1.2 Convergence for TD(0). Our goal is to show that td0 converges to a stationary distribution independently of its initial input. This can be achieved by proving that td0 is contractive on $v$. One potential approach would be to prove that for $k = \alpha \cdot \gamma + (1 - \alpha)$,

{\@ td0Goal :: n:Nat → t:[PrM (State, Reward)] → vL:[Reward] → vR:[Reward] → kdist dList (td0 n vL t) (td0 n vR t) ≤ k^n * (dist dList vL vR) \}@-}

Instead, we prove a stronger property that td0 is contractive for all possible outcomes (via lifting). To do so, first we defined a pure (to be lifted) predicate that bounds the distance (since Liquid Haskell does not permit lambdas in the refinements):

{\@ bound :: d:Dist a → k:Double → eL:PrM a → eR:PrM a → kdist dList (k^n * (dist dList eL eR)) (td0 n eL t) (td0 n eR t) ≤ k^n \}@-}

The td0Spec specification implies our original td0Goal. This is because a bound property on all outcomes implies an average bound.
type PDouble = {Double | 0 ≤ m}

{-@ iterateSpec :: m:PDouble → n:Nat → f:([Reward] → PrM [Reward])

→ (m:PDouble → x_l:Reward → x_r:Reward →
{}
  bounded dList m x_l x_r ⇒ ⊤ (bounded dList (m * k)) (f x_l) (f x_r))

→ r_l:Reward → r_r:Reward

→ (bounded dList m r_l r_r ⇒ ⊤ (bounded dList (m * k^0))
{}
  (iterate n f r_l) (iterate n f r_r)) ⊤-}

{-@ actSpec :: m:PDouble → t:[PrM (State, Reward)] → v_l:Reward → v_r:Reward

→ (bounded dList m v_l v_r ⇒ ⊤ (bounded dList (k * m)) (act t v_l) (act t v_r)) ⊤-}

{-@ sampleSpec :: m:PDouble → t:[PrM (State, Reward)] → v_l:Reward → v_r:Reward

→ i:State

→ (bounded dList m v_l v_r ⇒ ⊤ (bounded distDouble (k * m))
{}
  (sample t v_l i) (sample t v_r i)) ⊤-}

{-@ updateSpec :: v_l:Reward → v_r:Reward → i:State → j:State → r:Reward

→ (distD (update v_l i j r) (update v_r i j r) ≤
{}
  k * max (distD (v_l !! i) (v_r !! i)) (distD (v_l !! j) (v_r !! j))) ⊤-}

Fig. 3. Relational Lemmas for the td0Spec Proof; where distD x y = dist distDouble x y.

The reverse implication does not hold: two distributions can have a Kantorovich distance that is upper bounded by k, and do not satisfy the lifting of bounded d k. As a counterexample, assume e_l = [(3, 0.5), (77, 0.5)] and e_r = [(7, 0.5), (75, 0.5)], then for k = 3 and d the distance of natural numbers, the right side is true (i.e., distNatural e_l e_r ≤ 3), but the left side does not hold. Thus, and to our surprise, we could prove a stronger property than originally anticipated, and in a simpler system with plain, non-quantitative, liftings.

4.1.3 Proof of Convergence for TD(0). We proved td0Spec in 128 lines of (Liquid) Haskell code and, as summarized in table 2, we used five lemmas; one for each used function. We named each lemma by postfixing the name of the function with Spec. The specification mapMSpec comes from the safe-coupling library (§ 3.6), while the rest lemmas are presented in fig. 3.

The proof of each lemma, like binsSpec of § 2.3, is following the structure of the function definition. Concretely, td0Spec is proved by iterateSpec, using actSpec as the proof requirement; iterateSpec is proved by induction, using the pure and bind axioms; actSpec is proved by mapMSpec, using sampleSpec as the proof argument; sampleSpec is using the axioms and updateSpec, which is proved using the linearity and triangular inequality of the distance on doubles.

In short, the great challenge was to come up with the correct invariant for td0Spec, after which the proof follows the structure of the td0’s implementation.

4.2 Case Study II: Stability of SGD

Supervised machine learning algorithms are algorithms that aim to select the best fitting model from a class of parametric models by iteratively refining some initial parameter, based on some training set. A good measure of the quality of these algorithms is their, so called, generalization
import Monad.PrM
import Data.Derivative (grad)

{-@ sgd :: zs:{([DataPoint] | 2 ≤ length zs)} → w0:Weight → as:[StepSize]
→ f:(DataPoint → Weight → Double) → PrM Weight @-}
sgd _ w0 [] _ = pure w0
sgd zs w0 (α:as) f
    = choice (1 / natToD (length zs))
          (pure (head zs) >>= sgdRec zs w0 as f)
          (unif (tail zs) >>= sgdRec zs w0 as f)
where sgdRec zs w0 as f z = do
    w ← sgd zs w0 as f
    pure (update z α f w)

update :: DataPoint → StepSize → (DataPoint → Weight → Double)
          → Weight → Weight
update z α f w = w - α * grad (f z) w

{-@ type StepSize = {v:Double | 0 ≤ v} @-}
type StepSize = Double

{-@ type DataPoint = (Double, Double) @-}
type DataPoint = (Double, Double)

type Weight = Double

error, which measures how they perform on previously unseen data. One sufficient condition for
an algorithm to have a controlled generalization error is to be algorithmically stable [Bousquet and
Elisseeff 2002]. Informally, a supervised machine learning algorithm is algorithmically stable if the
output of the algorithm is not overly dependent on any single element in the training set. More
formally, a supervised machine learning algorithm is $\epsilon$-stable if the Kantorovich distance between
the parameters obtained by running the algorithm on the same initial parameter and two adjacent
training sets (i.e. training sets that differ in a single element) is upper bounded by $\epsilon$. In this case
study, we show that Stochastic Gradient Descent, the de facto backpropagation algorithm for deep
learning, is algorithmically stable. The proof follows the steps of [Hardt et al. 2016].

4.2.1 Implementation of SGD. Figure 4 presents our sgd implementation, a variant of Stochastic
Gradient Descent. The algorithm takes as input a training set zs, modeled as a list of data points,
an initial weight $w_0$, and a list of learning step sizes $as$ and loss function $f$. In the general setting,
the loss function $f$ in the definition of SGD would be a vector function $Z \times \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, where $Z$
is the data set and $\mathbb{R}^d$ is the weight space. For the sake of simplicity, in our implementation Weight is
defined as a single value of type Double which corresponds to $d = 1$.

The function sgd recursively computes a sequence of so-called weights (or classifiers) starting
from the initial parameter $w_0$, by updating at each step the current weight $w$ into update $z \alpha f w$,
where $z$ is sampled uniformly from data set zs and the learning step $\alpha$ represents the influence of
each iteration in the final result.

In our implementation we unfold the definition of uniform sampling based on the operator
choice. With probability $1 / \text{length } zs$ we sample the head element of the data set. Otherwise,
we sample $z$ from the tail part. In both cases, we proceed by updating the result of a recursive call with respect to $z$.

To implement `update`, we assume a partial function `grad :: (Weight -> Double) -> Weight -> Double` which computes the gradient of $f$. Our proof does not rely on `grad`’s definition, therefore it can be imported from any automatic differentiation library.

### 4.2.2 Stability of SGD

The stability statement bounds Kantorovich distance of two runs of `sgd` on data sets $zs_l$ and $zs_r$ which differ in exactly one element. Without loss of generality, we assume that the differing element is the first. We express the stability statement as a refinement type specification, as follows.

```haskell
{-@ sgdDist :: d : Dist Double -> as : [StepSize] -> f : (DataPoint -> Weight -> Double)
  -> zs_l : [DataPoint] -> zs_r : {[DataPoint] | tail zs_l = tail zs_r}
  -> ws_l : Weight -> ws_r : Weight
  -> { kdist d (sgd zs_l ws_l as f) (sgd zs_r ws_r as f)
      ≤ dist d ws_l ws_r + estab (length zs_l) as } @-}
```

That is, the Kantorovich distance between two runs of `sgd` is bounded by the distance of the different weights plus an $\epsilon$, defined by the helper function `estab`. Note that `estab` does not depend on the different inputs of `sgd`, but depends on `lip`, which represents the Lipschitz constant $L$ and is axiomatized in our proof.

### 4.2.3 Assumptions

Proofs of algorithmic stability are traditionally based on strong assumptions on the loss function $f : Z \times \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}$, namely:

1. $L$-Lipschitz: $\|f(z, w_1) - f(z, w_2)\| \leq L\|w_1 - w_2\|$;
2. Convex: $f(z, w_1) \geq f(z, w_2) + \langle \nabla f(z, w_2), w_1 - w_2 \rangle$; and
3. $\beta$-smooth: $\|\nabla f(z, w_1) - \nabla f(z, w_2)\| \leq \beta\|w_1 - w_2\|$ and for all step sizes $\alpha$, $\alpha \beta < 1$.

where $\|\cdot\|$ and $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ are the norm and the scalar product on $\mathbb{R}^d$ respectively.

Instead of directly encoding these assumptions, which require advanced mathematical machinery that is not readily available in Liquid Haskell, we assume two properties of the `update` function. These properties follow from the assumptions on the loss function and are presented in fig. 5.

The contractiveness axiom for `update` `contractive` states that the distance of `update` on the same data point is equal to the distance of the weights. The boundedness of the difference of gradients `bounded` states that the distance of `update` on different data points is equal to the distance of the weights plus $2\times\text{lip}\times\alpha$.

### 4.2.4 Proof of Stability of SGD

Using the assumptions of `update`, we proved `sgdDist` in 157 lines of Liquid Haskell code. The proof proceeds by induction on $n$. We use the structure of the implementation to distinguish between the case where the two algorithms sample the same element, for which we apply the contractiveness property of `update`, and the case where the two algorithms sample the element in which we datasets differ, for which we apply boundedness of the difference of gradients. The `choiceDist` axioms then guarantees that Kantorovich distance increases by $2\times\text{lip}\times\alpha/n$ at each iteration, from which we conclude by induction. Other than `choiceDist`, our proof is using the `pureDist` and `pureBindDist` axioms, respectively in the base and inductive case.
{-@ assume contractive :: d:Dist Double → α:StepSize → f:(DataPoint → Weight → Double) → z:DataPoint → w_l:Weight → w_r:Weight → {dist d (update z α f w_l) (update z α f w_r) = dist d w_l w_r'} @-}

{-@ assume bounded :: d:Dist Double → α:StepSize → f:(DataPoint → Weight → Double) → z_l:DataPoint → z_r:DataPoint → w_l:Weight → w_r:Weight → {dist d (update z_l α f w_l) (update z_r α f w_r) = dist d w_l w_r + 2 * lip * α} @-}

Fig. 5. Assumptions of the sgdDist Proof.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Proof LoC</th>
<th>Lemmas</th>
<th>Axioms</th>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bins Spec (§ 2.3)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bins Dist (§ 2.5)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>td0 (§ 4.1)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgd (§ 4.2)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of case studies. LoC is lines of executable Haskell code to define the implementations. Proof LoC is lines of commented Liquid Haskell code to define refinement type specifications and their proofs. Lemmas is the number of total lemmas proved. Axioms is the assumed specifications. Time is verification time in seconds on a 2.8 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5, RAM 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3.

4.3 Quantitative Summary

Table 2 summarizes the effort required to verify the three examples that we presented through the paper: bins, td0, and sgd. In total, we used 456 lines of proof code, i.e. commented (Liquid) Haskell lines that express refinement types specifications and their proofs, to verify 78 lines of executable Haskell code, giving an executable-to-proof-ration of almost 6, which is high but expected, given that our proofs are extrinsic. Most of our proofs directly follow the structure of the definitions, thus are easy, once the proper specification is set. The exception is the distance proof for bins (§ 2.5) which required the construction of a “ghost” proof distribution, providing evidence that such sophisticated proofs are feasible in our framework. The same proof is an outliner for our verification time: it requires almost 2 minutes, while the rest of the proofs need less than 1 minute. We note that for td0 we distributed the proof over multiple Haskell modules to allow fast and interactive proof development, since Liquid Haskell verifies per-module and provides local proof-error messages. All our proofs are submitted as Anonymized Supplementary Material.

5 PROOF SYSTEM

To justify the axioms of our implementation, in this section, we define $\lambda^{RP}$, a core probabilistic $\lambda$-calculus, with a set of relational proof rules. Although each proof rule of the relational program...


| Types           | $t, s ::= \text{nat} | \text{bool} | \text{list} \; t$ | Discrete Types |
|-----------------|------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | $\mid \text{real} | t \rightarrow t | \text{prM} \; t$ | Continuous Types |
| Constants $c$   | $::= \text{nil} | \text{cons} \; n \in \mathbb{N} | a \in \mathbb{R}^+ | +\infty | \text{true} | \text{false}$ | |
|                 | $\mid + | - | \cdot | / | = | < | \land \; \lor | \Rightarrow | \neg$ | |
| Expressions $e, u$ | $::= \text{unif} \; e | \text{bern} \; x | \text{choice} \; x \; e \; e$ | Probabilistic |
|                 | $\mid \text{ret} \; e | \text{bind} \; e \; e$ | Monadic |
|                 | $\mid \lambda x. \; e | \text{e} | \text{c} | x$ | Pure |
|                 | $\mid \text{case} \; e \; \text{of} \{ \text{nil} \rightarrow e; \text{cons} \; x \; x \rightarrow e \}$ | |
|                 | $\mid \text{let} \; x = e \; \text{in} \; e$ | |
| Assertions $p$  | $::= e | p[\land, \lor, \Rightarrow] | p | \neg p$ | Boolean |
|                 | $\mid \forall x : t. \; p | \exists x : t. \; p$ | Quantifiers |
|                 | $\mid \diamond e \; p \; e \; e$ | Lifting |
| Environments    |                          |                 |                 |
| Typing $\Gamma$ | $::= \emptyset | x:t, \Gamma$ |                 |
| Predicate $\Phi$ | $::= \emptyset | p, \Phi$ |                 |

Fig. 6. Syntax of $\lambda^{RP}$. (Variables include $r_1, r_r, r_d$.)

logic is encoded independently from others as an axiom in Liquid Haskell, we follow the same style of presentation as Aguirre et al. [2017] and treat our set of proof rules as a proof system. This treatment is primarily motivated by our desire to prove a crisp statement for soundness. We also note that for the purpose of establishing soundness, we only consider discrete distributions.

This section is organized as follows: we define the syntax (§ 5.1) and type system (§ 5.2) of $\lambda^{RP}$; then, the axioms (§ 5.3) and the proof rules (§ 5.4) of our logic; and finally, the denotational semantics of $\lambda^{RP}$ (§ 5.5) which we use to show soundness (§ 5.6).

### 5.1 Syntax

We consider a typed probabilistic $\lambda$-calculus with algebraic datatypes and distributions (fig. 6). Types are built from base types using the usual function space constructor and type constructors for lists ($\text{list}$) and probability distributions ($\text{prM}$; which encodes the Haskell type $\text{PrM}$ of § 3.3).

$\lambda^{RP}$ features a rich set of constants that include natural ($n$) and real ($a$) numbers, the special constant $+\infty$, the $\text{true}$ and $\text{false}$ booleans, the $\text{nil}$ and $\text{cons}$ list constructors. Furthermore, $\lambda^{RP}$ features constants for arithmetic operations, boolean operations, equality, and inequality.

Variables in $\lambda^{RP}$ include three special variables $d, r_1, r_r, r_d$ that respectively model distance and the left and right result of computations.

Expressions are built from constants and variables using the standard constructions from $\lambda$-calculus and monadic constructions. The former include constructions for lambda abstraction ($\lambda x. e$), application ($e \; e$), case analysis (case $e$ of $\{ \text{nil} \rightarrow e; \text{cons} \; x \; x \rightarrow e \}$), and structurally recursive definitions (let $x = t \; \text{in} \; e$). The latter include the probabilistic primitives $\text{unif} \; e$ that probabilistically returns an element of its input list $e$, with uniform distribution, $\text{bern} \; x$ that returns $1$ with probability $x$, otherwise $0$, and $\text{choice} \; x \; e_1 \; e_2$ that returns the distribution $e_1$ with probability $x$ and $e_2$ with probability $1 - x$. There primitives model our implementation interface (§ 3.3).

Assertions include (arbitrary, but boolean typed) expressions of $\lambda^{RP}$ and boolean operators. To allow reduction to RHOL, assertions also include quantifiers even though our system does not explicitly use them. Finally, $\lambda^{RP}$ has the lift assertion $\Diamond e \; p \; e \; e$, that encodes the combination of ($\Diamond$) and $\text{dist}$ of our implementation (§ 3). Here $k$ is a real typed expression, $p$ is a relational assertion that depends two arguments of type $t_1$ and $t_1$ respectively, and $e_1$ and $e_r$ are probability distributions.
over \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) respectively. The assertion ensures that \( p \) holds for the distribution coupling, and that the Kantorovich distance between the two distributions is bounded by \( k \).

We adopt standard conventions, e.g. \( g \cdot f \) stands for \( \lambda x. \ g \ (f \ x) \). By abuse of notation, we write \( \text{ret} \cdot e \) as shorthand for \( \lambda x. \ \text{ret} \ (f \ x) \) and \( \circ_k p \) as syntactic sugar for \( \text{ret} \ (\lambda r_l \ r_r. \ p) \ r_l \ r_r \), i.e. when the lifting happens on the special variables \( r_l \) and \( r_r \). By convention, we also write \( \circ \) as a shorthand for \( \circ_{\infty} p \). As usual, we also let \( e[e_x / x] \) denote the capture-free substitution of \( e_x \) for \( x \) in \( e \).

### 5.2 Type system

We equip our language with a simple type system which serves three purposes: first, it ensures that expressions respect the type signatures of operators; second, it ensures that recursive definitions are structurally terminating. Our logic is agnostic to the mechanism used to enforce structural termination, so we leave this mechanism abstract. Finally, our type system restricts the use of distribution types to discrete types, so that types and expressions of our language can be given a set-theoretic interpretation—we discuss the case of continuous distributions in the § 7.

#### 5.3 Axioms

The special variable \( d \) encodes distance that we assume satisfies the axioms of an (extended) metric:

**Definition 5.1 (Metric Axioms).** For every type \( t \) and every \( x, y, z : t \):

1. **Identity:** \( d(x, y) = 0 \Leftrightarrow x = y \).
2. **Symmetry:** \( d(x, y) = d(y, x) \).
3. **Triangular Inequality:** \( d(x, z) \leq d(x, y) + d(y, z) \).

In addition, we assume that the distance \( d \) is defined for all types of \( \lambda^{RP} \): For \( \text{nat} \) and \( \text{real} \) is defined as \( d(x, y) = |x - y| \) and further satisfies linearity. For booleans it is defined as \( d(x, y) = 1 \) if \( x \neq y \), i.e. it coincides with the discrete distance on booleans. For lists of equal length, we assume the distance is the maximum of distances between elements at the same positions. When the length is different, the distance is infinite. For functions, it is defined as the maximum distance over all function domains and for distributions, as the Kantorovich distance (of Villani [2009]). These assumptions are required for soundness.

### 5.4 Proof System

Our proof system uses two judgments to decide logical implication and relational typing. The first judgment \( \Gamma; \Phi \vdash p \) states that the assertion \( p \) is valid under the assumptions of \( \Phi \), where all the free variables of \( \Phi \) and \( p \) appear in \( \Gamma \). This first judgment is similar to [Aguirre et al. 2017] and the proof rules are thus omitted.

The second judgment \( \Gamma; \Phi \vdash e_l : t_l \sim e_r : t_r \ | \ p \) states that the expressions \( e_l \) and \( e_r \), respectively of types \( t_l \) and \( t_r \) under \( \Gamma \), satisfy the predicate \( p \), under the assumptions of \( \Phi \). To encode this property the predicate \( p \) might refer to two special variables \( r_l \) and \( r_r \) (i.e. not bound in the environment \( \Gamma \)) that respectively refer to the expressions \( e_l \) and \( e_r \). For example \( \emptyset; \emptyset \vdash 1 : \text{nat} \sim 2 : \text{nat} \mid r_l < r_r \) holds, since \( 1 < 2 \). In general, the relational typing means that \( \Gamma; \Phi \vdash p[e_l / r_l][e_r / r_r] \).

**Contexts.** Contexts are pairs consisting of a typing environment (\( \Gamma \)) that maps variables to their types and a logical environment (\( \Phi \)) consisting of assertions.

**Proof Rules.** Figure 7 defines selected proof rules \( \Gamma; \Phi \vdash e_l : \text{prM} \ t_l \sim e_r : \text{prM} \ t_r \ | \ p \). The proof rules are given for monadic expressions, in which case the relational assertions are of the form \( \circ_k p \). Informally, these assertions state that 1) the two related expressions satisfy the lifted predicate \( p \) and 2) the Kantorovich distance between the two expressions is upper bounded by \( k \).
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\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash e_1 : \text{prM} t_1 \sim e_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond p \]

**T-Bot**

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash e_1 : \text{prM} t_1 \sim e_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{+\infty} \text{true} \]

**T-Weaken**

\[ r_l : t_1, r_r : t_r, \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash p \Rightarrow p_w \quad r_l : t_1, r_r : t_r, \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash k \leq k_w \]

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash e_1 : \text{prM} t_1 \sim e_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{k_w} p_w \]

**T-Unif**

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash \text{uni} e_l : \text{prM} t \sim \text{uni} e_r : \text{prM} t \mid \diamond_0 r_l = r_r \]

**T-Choice**

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash \text{choice} e_l, e_l : t_1 \sim \text{choice} x_r, e_r, u_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{k_e} (1 - x_l) + x_l \cdot k_u \]

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash e_1 : t \sim e_r : t \mid p \land d(r_l, r_r) \leq k \]

**T-Weaken**

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash u_l : \text{prM} t_l \sim u_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{k_u} p \]

**T-Bind**

\[ x_l : s_l, x_r : s_r, \mathcal{G}; q[x_l/r_l][x_r/r_r], \mathcal{G}; u_l : x_l : \text{prM} t_l \sim u_r : x_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{k_u} p \]

\[ \mathcal{G}; \Phi \vdash \text{bind} e_l, u_l : \text{prM} t_l \sim \text{bind} e_r : \text{prM} t_r \mid \diamond_{k_u} p \]

**T-Bind-RET**

\[ x_l : s_l, x_r : s_r, \mathcal{G}; q[x_l/r_l][x_r/r_r], \mathcal{G}; u_l : x_l : \text{prM} t_l \sim t_r : x_r \mid p \land d(r_l, r_r) \leq m \cdot d(x_l, x_r) + k_u \]

**Fig. 7.** Typing of \( \lambda^{RP} \), where \( k \) ranges over distance (real typed expressions). We use the syntactic sugar \( g \cdot f = \lambda x.g (f x) \) and \( \diamond_k p \equiv \diamond_k (\lambda r_l r_r.p) r_l r_r \).

Rules T-Bot and T-Weaken are non-syntax-directed rules that can be applied to any probabilistic expression. Rule T-Bot states that any two probabilistic expressions \( e_l \sim e_r \) satisfy the (lifted) true predicate and have expected distance bounded by \(+\infty\). Rule T-Weaken weakens the lifted predicate \( \diamond_k p \) to \( \diamond_{k_w} p_w \), provided \( p \Rightarrow p_w \) and \( k \leq k_w \). These two requirements are established by pure logic.

The rules T-Unif, T-Bind, and T-Choice are used to relate (the same) probabilistic primitives. Rule T-Unif states that the uniform distributions of two semantically equal lists produce equal values and have zero expected distance. To semantically equate two (pure) lists \( e_l \) and \( e_r \), we use (pure) relational typing. The lifted predicate \( \diamond_0 r_l = r_r \) ensures that the two distributions are the same and accordingly their expected distance is zero. We note that more general rules exist, but are omitted here since they are not used in our examples.

The rule T-Bern states that the bernoulli distribution \( \text{bern} x_l \) dominates \( \text{bern} x_r \), when \( x_l \leq x_r \). The condition is expressed by the pure predicate \( r_l \leq r_r \) in the premise, while the conclusion of the rule lifts the same predicate to encode dominance. Finally, it ensures that the distance of the two distributions is bounded by \( |x_r - x_l| \).

The rule T-Choice relates two choice expressions \( \text{choice} e_l, e_l : t_1 \) (with \( i \) being \( l \) or \( r \)). To do so, it requires that \( x_l \) and \( x_r \) are equal, and that the pairs of distributions \( e_l \) and \( e_r \) and respectively \( u_l \) and \( u_r \) satisfy the same lifted predicate \( \diamond p \) and respectively have distances \( k_e \) and \( k_u \). It then ensures that choice will also satisfy the predicate \( \diamond p \), while the distance is \( x_l \cdot k_e + (1 - x_l) \cdot k_u \).
The rules T-Ret and T-Bind are used to relate (the same) monadic primitives. The rule T-Ret relates \( \text{ret} \) with \( \text{ret} \). Using pure relational typing, it requires that \( \varepsilon_l \) and \( \varepsilon_r \) satisfy the predicates \( p \) (in which the relational variables can freely appear) and their distance is bounded by \( k \). Note that bounding distance in the pure setting is encoded as a logical statement; while a weakening rule can bring the premise in the required syntactic form, potentially with infinite distance. The rule concludes that the return expressions satisfy the lifted \( p \) (since the relational variables are not monadic) and their distance is bounded by \( k \). The rule T-Bind relates two expressions \( \text{bind} \) \( \varepsilon_l \), \( \varepsilon_r \) (with \( i \) being \( l \) or \( r \)). In the first premise, it assumes that \( \varepsilon_l \) and \( \varepsilon_r \) satisfy some lifted predicate \( q \). In the second premise, the predicate \( p \) is assumed in the predicate environment to check the application \( \varepsilon_r \) \( x_i \) where \( x_i \) is the value of the probabilistic argument \( \varepsilon_l \), i.e. satisfies the predicate \( q \).

The predicate and distance of the bind expressions are the same as these of the second premise.

The final rule T-Bind-Ret relates two \( \text{bind} \) expressions where the second argument is a pure function, composed with \( \text{ret} \) (we use the syntactic sugar for composition \( \lambda \text{x}. \varepsilon (\varepsilon (\text{x})) \)). Such expressions could be typed by the rule T-Bind, but this special case permits more precise reasoning and is used critically by our case studies. The first premise of the rule is the same as of the T-Bind, but the second premise is now using pure relational typing to bound the distance of \( f \)’s result as a function of the distance of its input, i.e. \( d(r_1, r_r) \leq m \cdot d(x_1, x_r) + k_{u_1} \), so the distance of the conclusion \( (m \cdot k_e + k_u) \) depends on the distance of the \( e \) arguments \( (k_e) \).

We conclude this section with a brief, high-level, explanation for the need of having two rules for bind. In contrast with other existing quantitative relational logics, such as those used for differential privacy [Barthe et al. 2012], there is no “obvious” composition rule for \( \text{bind} \) when considering the Kantorovich metric. Specifically, given two distributions \( \varepsilon_l \) and \( \varepsilon_r \), whose Kantorovich distance is upper bounded by \( k \), there is no obvious condition on continuations \( f_l \) and \( f_r \), such that applying these continuations results in two distributions whose Kantorovich distance is upper bounded by \( k \) and some additional argument. At a high level, the problem arises from the fact that lifted assertions guarantee that the Kantorovich (i.e. average) distance between the two distributions is upper bounded by \( k \), whereas assumptions in context would require that there exists a coupling such that the distance between \( \varepsilon_l \) and \( \varepsilon_r \) is bounded by \( k \). Since they are complex and not needed for our purposes, we leave the study of more general rules for future work.

5.5 Denotational Semantics

Here we define a denotational semantics of \( \lambda^{RP} \) by defining the denotations of types and typing environments (§ 5.5.1); expressions (§ 5.5.2); and assertions and predicate environments (§ 5.5.3). Our denotational semantics only considers discrete distributions, so that expressions have a straightforward set-theoretic interpretation.

5.5.1 Denotations of Types and Typing Environments. Definition 5.3 inductively defines the denotations of types. The interesting case is \( \text{prM} \) that gives a probability distribution, as per definition 5.2.

Definition 5.2 (Discrete Probability Distribution). A probability distribution over a discrete set \( C \) is a function \( \mu : C \rightarrow [0, 1] \) such that \( \sum_{x \in \text{supp} \mu} \mu(x) = 1 \), where there support of \( \mu \) is defined as \( \text{supp} \mu \equiv \{ x \mid x \in C \land \mu(x) \neq 0 \} \). We denote the set of discrete distributions over \( C \) as \( D(C) \).

Definition 5.3 (Denotations of Types). For each type \( t \), \( [\! [ t ]\! ] \) is inductively defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\! [ \text{bool} ]\! ] & \equiv \mathbb{B} \\
[\! [ \text{nat} ]\! ] & \equiv \mathbb{N} \\
[\! [ \text{list} \ t ]\! ] & \equiv \text{list} [\! [ t ]\! ] \\
[\! [ \text{prM} \ t ]\! ] & \equiv D([\! [ t ]\! ] ) \\
[\! [ \text{real} ]\! ] & \equiv \mathbb{R} \\
[\! [ t_x \rightarrow t ]\! ] & \equiv [\! [ t_x ]\! ] \rightarrow [\! [ t ]\! ]
\end{align*}
\]

Using the denotations of types, definition 5.4 defines the denotation of a typing environment \( \Gamma \) as a set of models \( \rho \) that map each binder \( (x : t) \) in \( \Gamma \) to an element in the denotation of \( t \).

Definition 5.4 (Denotation of Type Environments). \( [\! [ \Gamma ]\! ] \equiv \{ \rho \mid \forall (x : t) \in \Gamma . \rho(x) \in [\! [ t ]\! ] \} \)
5.5.2 Denotations of Expressions. The denotation of an expression $e$ is defined for a fixed model $\rho$ as $[e]_\rho$ in definition 5.5. The denotations of the pure fragment are standard, where the model is used to define the denotation of a variable as $\rho(x)$ and we skip the verbose definitions for case and let. The probability and return cases use standard distributions, while monadic bind maps to distribution composition, defined in definition 5.6.

Definition 5.5 (Denotations of Expressions). For each expression $e$ and model $\rho$, $[e]_\rho$ is defined as:

- $[\text{unif } e]_\rho = U_{[e]_\rho}$
- $[\text{bern } x]_\rho = B_{[x]_\rho}$
- $[\text{choice } x \ e \ u]_\rho = [x]_\rho \cdot [e]_\rho + (1 - [x]_\rho) \cdot [u]_\rho$
- $[\text{bind } e \ u]_\rho = \text{scomp } [e]_\rho \cdot [u]_\rho$
- $[\text{ret } e]_\rho = \delta_{[e]_\rho}$

where $\delta_x$ represents the Dirac distribution at $x$, $U_{xs}$ represents the uniform distribution over a non-repeating list $xs$, and $B_p$ represents the $p$-biased Bernoulli distribution on $\{0, 1\}$.

Definition 5.6 (Sequential Composition Distribution). Let $\mu \in D(C)$ and $f : C \rightarrow D(C_2)$. Sequential composition distribution $\text{scomp } \mu \ f$ is defined as:

\[
\text{scomp } \mu \ f(y) = \sum_{x \in C} \mu(x) \cdot f(x)(y)
\]

5.5.3 Denotations of Assertions and Predicate Environments. Finally, we inductively define denotations of assertions in Definition 5.10. Most of the cases are standard except from the case for lifting that relies on Kantorovich couplings (also known as expectation couplings), which we define in definition 5.9 and, in turn, relies on basic definitions of expectation and marginals.

Definition 5.7 (Expectation). For all $\mu \in D(C)$ and $f : C \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, the expected value $E_{x \leftarrow \mu}[f(x)]$ (or $E_\mu[f]$) of $f$ is a partial function defined as:

\[
E_{x \leftarrow \mu}[f(x)] = \sum_{x \in C} \mu(x) \cdot f(x)
\]

Definition 5.8 (Marginals). For all $\mu \in D(C_1 \times C_2)$, the first and second marginals of $\mu$ are respectively the distributions $\pi_1(\mu) \in D(C_1)$ and $\pi_2(\mu) \in D(C_2)$ defined as:

\[
\pi_1(\mu)(x) = \sum_{y \in C_2} \mu(x, y) \quad \pi_2(\mu)(y) = \sum_{x \in C_1} \mu(x, y)
\]

Intuitively, the marginals are the “projections” of the couplings, i.e. “dependent products” over distributions. Using these, we define Kantorovich coupling, i.e. the conditions that render $\phi \ R$ valid.

Definition 5.9 (Kantorovich coupling). For all $\mu_1 \in D(C_1), \mu_2 \in D(C_2), R \subseteq C_1 \times C_2, d : C_1 \times C_2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+$, and $k \in \mathbb{R}^+$, $\equiv_{\phi \ R} (\mu_1, \mu_2)$ iff there exists $\mu \in D(A_1 \times A_2)$ such that:

1. $\pi_1(\mu) = \mu_1$ and $\pi_2(\mu) = \mu_2$  
2. $\text{supp}(\mu) \subseteq R$  
3. $E_{(x, y) \leftarrow \mu}[d(x, y)] \leq k$

As usual, $\models p$, means logical validity of $p$. The first clause corresponds to the standard definition of coupling. The second clause corresponds to the definition of $R$-coupling, and is connected to lifting by the following equivalence: $\phi \ R$ iff there exists an $R$-coupling. The last clause is specific to Kantorovich coupling, and states that the expected distance with respect to the definition $\mu$ is upper bounded by $k$. Since the Kantorovich distance corresponds to the minimum expected distance over all possible couplings, it follows that $k$ is an upper bound for the Kantorovich distance.

We use the Kantorovich coupling to define the denotation of $\lambda^R \ p$’s lifted predicate, while the rest of the denotations are standard.
Our proof system is sound with respect to its denotational semantics. That is, for every model of the typing environment that renders the predicate environment valid, the denotation of the predicate, with the special variables $r_l$ and $r_r$ substituted by the typed expressions, is valid.

**Theorem 5.12 (Soundness).** If $\Gamma; \Phi \vdash e_l : t_l \sim e_r : t_r \mid p$, then for every $\rho \in (\models \Gamma)$ such that $\models \Phi[\rho]$, we have $\models [p][e_l][r_l]/\rho; [e_r][r_r]/\rho]$. 

In the appendix we prove soundness of the monadic rules, while soundness for the pure fragment follows from Aguirre et al. [2017].

As a corollary of soundness and definition 5.9, we get soundness of the probabilistic fragment. Informally, our judgement relates $e_l$ and $e_r$ when there exists a coupling $\mu$ of $e_l$ and $e_r$ such that predicate $p$ holds for all samples with non-zero probability and the expected distance between samples is less than $k$.

**Corollary 5.13 (Soundness of Prob. Fragment).** If $\Gamma; \Phi \vdash e_l : \text{pr} t_l \sim e_r : \text{pr} t_r \mid \diamond_k p$, then for every $\rho \in (\models \Gamma)$ such that $\models \Phi[\rho]$, there exists an $\mu \in D(\{t_l\} \times \{t_r\})$ such that:

1. $\pi_1(\mu) \models [e_l][\rho]$ and $\pi_2(\mu) \models [e_r][\rho]$;
2. $\text{supp}(\mu) \subseteq \{(x_l, x_r) \mid x_l \in \{t_l\}, x_r \in \{t_r\}, \models [p][\rho] x_l x_r\}$; and
3. $E_{(x,y)\sim\mu}[d(x,y)] \leq k$.

### 5.7 Continuous distributions

Our denotational semantics and soundness claim are established for the fragment of the language with discrete distributions. We stress that, while it is possible to give a denotational semantics for continuous distributions using Quasi-Borel Spaces (QBS) [Heunen et al. 2017; Vákár et al. 2019]. However, prior work in [Aguirre et al. 2021a] suggests that it may be challenging to give a sound denotational semantics for relational preexpectations for a higher-order language.

### 6 RELATED WORK

**First Order, Imperative, Probabilistic Languages.** There is a large body of work that builds and applies program logics to reason about probabilistic programs. Many of these works are based on first-order imperative languages. Broadly speaking, there exists two main lines of work: the first line of work focuses on non-relational properties, and can be traced back to early work by Kozen [Kozen 1985] and Morgan and McIver [Morgan et al. 1996]. Many of these works focus on establishing sound foundations, and have not been implemented in practice. There are however, some noticeable exceptions [Hölzl 2016; Hurd 2003], including an active line of work in mechanizing or automating proofs of expected cost of probabilistic programs [Avanzini et al. 2020; Ngo et al. 2018; Tassarotti and Harper 2018].

The second line of work focuses on relational properties; this line of work has been initiated in [Barthe et al. 2009], and its mechanization in the Coq proof assistant or as a self-standing proof assistant [Barthe et al. 2011] have been used to verify formally concrete security of cryptographic
constructions. Similar approaches have been developed by the FCF [Petcher and Morrisett 2015] and CryptHOL [Basin et al. 2020]. These logics have been further extended to reason about differential privacy [Barthe et al. 2012] and expected sensitivity [Barthe et al. 2018]. Our work is most closely related to the latter, which introduces the notion of expectation coupling and formally verifies algorithmic stability of SGD. More recently, Wang et al [Wang et al. 2020] develop an alternative formalism which supports a richer class of termination behaviors. Our work is also closely related to [Aguirre et al. 2021b] in which the authors develop a relational weakest precondition calculus to reason about expected sensitivity. Their calculus avoids some of the peculiarities of [Barthe et al. 2018], and is used to verify our two main examples, but is not implemented. We also note that their proof of convergence is significantly different and uses Kantorovich couplings rather than the simpler, vanilla couplings used in our proof.

Relational Reasoning for Higher Order Languages. Nanevski et al. [2011] were among the first to explore relational reasoning for higher-order languages. Their work defines Relational Hoare Type Theory (RHTT), a powerful program logic for proving relational properties of stateful higher-order programs. RHTT is implemented in the Coq proof assistant, and used to verify intricate information flow properties. The main difference with our work is that RHTT operates on a shallow embedding of programs and does not support probabilistic reasoning. BiRelCost [Çiçek et al. 2019] is a bidirectional type checker that automatically performs relational and unary cost analysis requiring minimal user annotations. However, the checker is incomplete and relies on example-driven heuristics. It is unlikely that the used heuristics would suffice to prove our case studies. Handley et al. [2019], like us, address this incompleteness by encoding the relational rules in Liquid Haskell and requiring explicit, user-provided, extrinsic proofs; sacrificing automation in the name of expressiveness and predictability. Our work applies the technique of Handley et al. [2019] to reason about probabilistic programs and quantitative specifications.

Verification of Higher Order Probabilistic Programs. There have been two lines of work that verify relational properties on executable probabilistic programs in F[Swamy et al. 2016]. First, rF[Barthe et al. 2014] is an extension of F that supports relational reasoning via relational refinement types. As with F, type checking generates SMT queries that are discharged by Z3. Although rF supports probabilistic programs, reasoning is constrained by syntax-directed typing, for example the binsDist of § 2.5 cannot be type-checked. We overcome this limitation by supporting a richer set of axioms and extrinsic proofs. Second, Grimm et al. [2018] present an alternative approach to reason about relational properties in F that, similar to our work, uses extrinsic proofs to reason about programs. Their approach supports probabilistic reasoning, and is used to prove probabilistic non-interference of Shannon’s classic cryptographic one-time pad. However, their support for probabilistic reasoning is limited and quantitative specifications are not supported.

Proof Systems of Higher Order Probabilistic Programs. Aguirre et al. [2021a] present several proof systems for higher-order stateful probabilistic programs. One key novelty of their proof systems is the support of interactive adversarial computations. Such rules can be used to prove that programs verify relational properties for all possible (well-typed) adversarial computations. Unfortunately, these rules are only proved sound for boolean relational properties and it is an open problem whether these rules remain sound for quantitative properties modeled using Kantorovich lifting. Their approach builds on Relational Higher-Order Logic (RHOL) [Aguirre et al. 2017], which achieves full expressiveness and bypasses limitations of syntax-directed reasoning via an embedding into HOL. However, there is no implementation of RHOL and of its extensions.
Differential privacy. Differential privacy is a mathematical notion of privacy that can be understood as a form of probabilistic sensitivity w.r.t. some pseudo-distance induced by a specific $f$-divergence. As such, differential privacy is directly related to our work.

Fuzz [Reed and Pierce 2010] was the first type-based, approach to verify distance of higher order programs, in the domain of differential privacy. Since introduced, Fuzz has been extended in various ways. DFuzz [Gaboardi et al. 2013] introduces recursion; Adaptive Fuzz [Winograd-Cort et al. 2017] supports dynamic data analysis; Fuzzi [Zhang et al. 2019] extend Fuzz with APRHL [Barthe et al. 2012] to prove trusted primitives (like Laplace) Duet [Near et al. 2019] extends Fuzz with support for advanced variants of differential privacy via a dual type system; HOARe2 [Barthe et al. 2015] provides a relational refinement system that embeds Fuzz; and Bunched Fuzz [June Wunder et al. 2022] extends the system with bunches to, like us, reason about distances of probability distributions. Like our system, most of these approaches use typing rules to trace distance and have some support of probabilistic programs. However, they lack the flexibility to reason about expected sensitivity for most advanced examples such as those considered here.

In a work most closely related to ours, DPella [Lobo-Vesga et al. 2021] and Solo [Abuah et al. 2021] use Haskell’s dependent types to encode differential privacy. Both these systems are similar to ours since they do verify executable Haskell code. The critical difference is that they use Haskell’s dependent types while we use the refinement type extension of Liquid Haskell. One benefit of our approach is that we can delegate arithmetic reasoning to SMT. At a more general level, the two approaches are incomparable: we are able to reason finely about expected sensitivity, whereas they can reason about differential privacy using standard composition theorems, and about accuracy using a fine-grained approach that exploits a slick combination of information flow typing and concentration inequalities.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have enhanced Liquid Haskell with support for reasoning about relational properties of probabilistic computations. We have also demonstrated that the resulting framework is sufficiently expressive for proving formally convergence and algorithmic stability properties of classic machine learning algorithms from the literature. An important direction for future work is to verify the implementation of our library and complement it with mechanisms to reason about non-relational, expectation based properties. This would allow us to reason about convergence to the optimal parameters, which is another property of concern for machine learning algorithms. Armed with the mechanisms developed here and mechanisms for non-relational expectation-based reasoning, it would be possible to develop a formally verified library of machine-learning algorithms.

Another important direction for future work is to improve automation of relational proofs. The main challenge is to conceive a set of effective mechanisms to combine syntax-directed, synchronous, reasoning about the two programs, with syntax-directed, asynchronous reasoning about a single program (typically when the two programs do not follow the same control-flow), and non-syntax-directed reasoning, like our binsDist proof. One potential approach is to combine relational refinement type checking with the idea of “game-hopping” used in security proofs: informally, to help relational verification by introducing a sequence of intermediate programs, such that relational verification of two consecutive programs can be fully automated, and the overall verification goal follows directly from combining the results of these intermediate verifications.
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